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streamlined as ♥♥♥♥, not much decisions to make and the armies are all clones of each other. This game offers nothing of
what made the Base game so great.. This game feels like its incredibly lazy or just very unfinished as though the developers
didnt want to continue with the project so they took what little material they had and made it into this. It has poor design, boring
storyline, and takes maybe 10 minutes to finish the story if you choose not to skip any dialogue. There is little to no value here..
This game is a really fun and cool game to play with friends the game has good devs thats listen to reports and help you out as
you play would i recommend this game yes its a 10\/10 for me. Awesome game. Works wonderfully after fixing the starting
error.. The writing is really bad. Overly expositional and WAY too cliché.. I really appreciate the Eidos Montreal \/ Square Enix
team doing this because it proves that you could easily do a slow paced FPS such as Deus Ex, Bioshock, System Shock, Fallout
etc that are more explorative\/narrative driven than any twich shooter like Battlefield\/COD\/Titan Fall etc. in VR,

It would be absolutely insane if they released a VR only Deus Ex game but it will be another decade before that happens. It
would be good enough if they just released a revision of Deus Ex Human Revolution or Mankind Divided for VR. If funding is
an issue i dont understand why they dont launch a kickstarter for it on the premise that if it doesnt hit a certain amount it doesnt
get made. Simple force PC users to pay for content they want up front to foot the bill for development if it's too high risk.

We can only hope for some serious Deus Ex VR content in the near future.. Mid to end-game : Not even AI war compares to the
epic battles.
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This game was one I enjoyed when it was first released in the 1990s. Unfortunately, it has not aged well. The seveth guest was
known for being one of the very first games with full-motion video, and animated screen transitions instead of slide-show
transitions. But even when the 11th hour was first released, the novelty had worn off. And twenty years later, the graphics
[which were the best features] are now considered low-resolution. The interface is clunky by modern standards, and the puzzles
frankly are not that interesting.

If you are out for a nostagia trip, the 7th guest will better satisfy the urge. Or watch the reconstructed movie on Youtube.. This
is an okay Solitaire game. Gives you plenty of coins to use power ups. 103 levels to complete the game, not very challenging so
you can get though pretty quick.. Great game, not limited to, but especially fun with a group of friends, or during house parties.
Definitely a must play.
10\/10. By far the weakest of the "Air Conflicts" series of games. The campaign is highly repetitive and the AI is little match
for a child let alone an experienced flight sim buff. The graphics and aircraft damage are very well done, scenery looks quite
nice. The real selling factor on this is the multiplayer which can be quite a bit of fun. Unfortunately, the community for it has
dried up a bit with the release of subsequent titles, so you're better off buying those both for a better campaign and the larger
online multiplayer community. The game's not terrible, but I just can't recommend a purchase given the draw backs and easily
available alternatives.. Simple RTS probably worth playing for the campaign. Sadly limited to only a few units at a time due to
controller-focused control scheme.. Let me start off with this:

I was surprised with how much I like Inner Voices so far. From the description on Steam, to me it came off as more of an
adventure\/puzzle game first and foremost, with random horror elements thrown in here and there just as an after throught.
After playing for a while, I can say that yes puzzle solving and exploration is a large part of this game, but from my experience
so far, this is truly a horror story at it's core.

You play as John Blake, and to make it out of the "realm" you are stuck in, you have to solve the mystery of your past, and how
you ened up there. (You can't remember anything of course)

The first thing to know is that the game's different areas are generated randomly. Open up the same door 4 times, you will get 4
different areas to explore. As such you can explore different areas of John's story at different times, depening on which areas
you come across first. I recorded for an hour, and after realizing that the audio was messed up, started over, and had a
completely different first 30 mins of the playthrough. Then I went to an area I had already been to, then after that, discovered
another area I hadn't explored in my first playthrough. Pretty cool.

This game is definitely more of a slow burn type of horror, than an in your face jump scare fest like say a Five Nights at
Freddy's. With the randomness of the levels, the rate at which you will encounter scares will vary. My first playthrough it wasn't
until practically 20 +mins in I was presented with my first HOLY\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665moment. The second
playthrough I literally took a single different turn and was immediately greated with a freaky scene. I don't mind this because it
truly gives you a sense of dread and anticipation, because you never really know what lies around the next corner. Those that
prefer more constant action may not like that approach though.

Graphics are very good. Sound is A+. Voice acting and dialogue seems well done so far. My only complaints so far are
interacting and rotating items feels just clunky, and the item interface can be wacky at times. Since you pick items up and hold
them out infront of you to carry them (think like a VR game), your stuff can get lost in walls and door ways and disappear if you
aren't careful. I lost an entire assult rilfe that way once. My advice is to keep whatever key items you are carrying close to your
body, so they are less likely to dissappear into the abyss. Also don't just randomly drop things either, they can get lost that way
as well.

To fans of horror games that play out almost like a novel, this game should be right up your alley. I went in wondering how well
it would hold my interest, and the answer was totally and completely. I'm going to include a game play video you can check out
at the bottom if you are curious as to how the game looks\/ controls. (Spoilers as some early game plot points are revealed in the
video)

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=8xuu8EO4Nzk. An excellent narrative experience THAT ALSO HAS fun gameplay AND
the gameplay and narrative experience link together well WITH (in my interpretion) the metaphors spanning the psychological
experiences of the secondary characters, the way gameplay progresses and also in terms of the ways visuals are used to display
those experiences.
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If you're the kind of person who likes smaller, interesting games then: yes. Buy it.. This game looks promising!

Like the other reviews, I'm impressed by what's been acomplished here by a two man team. It's a fun little arena style game, but
in it's current form is probably no more than a quick distraction than something I could play for hours. However, that doesn't
mean that I couldn't play this for hours once it's had some of the rough edges rounded out!. Not the greatest replay value but as a
demo to anyone with even a mildly artistic bent this is beautiful. The care that's gone into this is evident in every detail. It really
is delightful. My only complaint was that i found the narrators accent was a little hard to grasp but to be honest i was too
involved in what was going on to care.. This game really feels like it was made by people who didn't care what they were doing.
This is a mystery game with basic contradictions in the facts of the case. For example, there's a police report that claims a
character was found 'not guilty' on Dec 1932, for a crime they were originally arrested for in either March or May 1933
(another inconsistency). The dialogue is incredibly disjoined (half-clinical, half written-by-someone-not-quite-fluent-in-
English), and their idea of making it "noir" is to repeatedly use the same two or three Depression-era or Italian-immigrant words
(e.g., "joint", "Dannazione"). Also, when they talk, their models just chomp robotically for about two minutes longer than it
would have someone to actually say what's being said. Textures on important characters are misaligned and then repeatedly
shown close up (GOOD GOD PLEASE FIX THE LITTLE GIRL'S FEET, she looks like a cripple). Some of the puzzles are so
contrived it's ridiculous. At one point you need to cheer someone up by finding some music on the radio, but there's like five
frequencies with music and no hint as to which one she would prefer. At another point you need to get through a door with a
barrel in the way, and the only way to do so is to pull a nail (one of 5, the only one you can pull out) from a pile of disused boats,
then drive the nail into the barrel with your bare hands to drain the barrel of fluid so you can move it. Yup.
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